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AQ: Is there any way to stop

switching between keyboards
on accident? I'm using the US

English layout on my laptop and
the UK English layout on the
computer I use at work. I use
numpad5 for £, numpad6 for
£2, etc. At work, I sometimes

have to switch between them as
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fast as I can, and I do it because
the keyboard layout is totally
different. I accidentally press

numpad6 quite a few times, and
I get so used to the keyboard
layout that if I see a £, I start
pressing that number without
realising. How can I avoid this
issue? A: There are a bunch of

keyboard shortcuts for changing
your keyboard layout in Linux.
Most of them are really quick

and easy, and then there are a
few more that are a bit

awkward. You could make a key
shortcut for the "return to

previous layout" functionality,
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or something like that. And I'm
sure most of the keyboard
layout/language switcher

projects around have such a
"save current layout" or "return
to previous layout" functionality
built in. I would avoid using the

same shortcut for switching
between keyboards and

switching between layouts.
They are only a few keystrokes
apart, so if you press it a few
times, it's really hard to avoid

accidentally being in the wrong
one. A: Holding Shift will switch
between layouts. A: You may

use fn + shift + ↓ or ↑ to
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switch between keyboards.
These fn+↑ and fn+↓ shortcuts
will switch between current and
previous keyboard layouts. Q:
Recursive function with a base

case I have a problem with
understanding a recursive
algorithm and if somebody

could explain it in simple terms
it would be really helpful. This is
what I understand. A function is
defined as: sum(0) = 0 sum(n)

= sum(n-1) + n We have a base
case, sum(0) = 6d1f23a050
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